A versatile transporting system using “baskets” to carry prepared food from kitchen area to a remote customer service area, either on the same floor or on a different level. Modularized design makes it highly efficient in terms of configuration, manufacturing and installation.

Automatic loading and unloading – the system can run continuously or on-demand.

**Application 1: Vertical**
- Load point is immediately above or below the Unload point
- Carrier baskets running vertically
- Route is on a same plane

**Application 2: Horizontal**
- Load point is not in line with Unload point
- Carrier baskets run both vertically and horizontally
- Route is on a same plane

**Application 3: 3-Dimensional**
- Load point is not in line with Unload point, nor aligned with the initial track plane
- Baskets run both vertically and horizontally and change planes
- Route is 3-dimensional